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Abstract 
This case study, executed in school network driven by a private foundation for 

underprivileged children in Cambodia, provides a perspective from a unique situation of 

technology enablement in an environment with a predominantly instructivist teaching 

tradition.  

 

The said environment is strongly influenced by private sector donors with strong 

constructivist traditions and expectations. The environment is thus unique in the sense that a 

relatively asset rich environment, with expectations of 21st century pedagogical skills, is 

transported into an asset poor environment that was/is strongly rooted in instructivism. The 

case study thus give a perspective on if technology itself is a possible solution for better 

teacher education/educational delivery, or if the underlying pedagogy first needs to be 

evolved to allow web-based platforms and tools to be fully leveraged.   

 

In the specific environment being studies, teacher in-service training plays a larger role than 

formal teacher qualifications, and peer-to-peer, in-person, learning is the cornerstone of 

development (offline connectivism). Rather than changing the way the teachers learn, there 

should be opportunity in further strengthening the current practices of communities. 

Connectivist MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) do provide the community engagement 

and together with technology mediated professional learning platforms there should be 

opportunity to provide enhanced support for teachers’ education.  

 

The two main hurdles to overcome, beyond functioning technology assets and web access, are 

teachers own comfort levels with technology platforms, as well as provision of platforms that 

support local language options. The comfort level with technology is important to address as, 

assuming technology and web access works, the openness and lack of control in a web 

environment is in direct contradiction to instructivist teaching. Unlocking the potential of the 

web requires that teachers are comfortable with the web itself and also truly support inquiry 

based learning over didactic teaching, and that they have the skills to help children navigate 

the openness of the web. 

 

As economies shift towards becoming knowledge societies, collaborative problem-solving 

and navigation to knowledge are skills of increasing in importance, relative static knowledge 

recall that was previously viewed as value adding. This case study contributes to pedagogical 

theory and in particularly gives one more perspective on the shift from instructivist to 

constructivist teaching as a pre-requisite for capturing the power of the internet, and the shift 

to leveraging networks in a connectivist pedagogical approach. This case study also calls out 

the need for evolved frameworks to better describe technology mediated learning in least 

developing country environments. The case study also provides contribution to practice to 

technology mediated teacher education as it specifically addresses some of the opportunities 

in strengthening the support to teacher education in least developed countries.  

 

Key words: constructivism; connectivism; least developed countries (LDCs); teacher training; 

education technology (ed-tech); pedagogy, 21st century skills, cMOOCs, TPACK 
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1. Introduction  
 

1.1 The situation  
 

A shortage of well-equipped teachers is hampering the goal of universal education. To reach 

the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, UNESCO estimates that 69 million teachers need 

to be recruited or trained between 2016 and 2030 (UNESCO, 2016b). At face value this is an 

insurmountable number so if we are to be able to provide this step change in teaching support, 

a fundamentally new approach will be needed to train teachers and expand their capacity (see 

appendix for further detail).  

 

A connectivist curriculum (Siemens, 2004; Foroughi, 2015) is needed to provide 21st century 

skills and this requires a shift from instructivism (Laurillard, 2016) to constructivism in 

support of learning. Connectivism, instructivism and constructivism are different learning 

theories that prescribe different roles to the teacher and the student in how one provides the 

right environment to optimise learning. Instructivism is the most traditional learning theory 

with the teacher being a conveyor of wisdom and facts, whilst constructivism and 

connectivism put the student in the centre to make sense of the world around them 

themselves, with the teacher as a guide to aide with navigation. At the most basic level 21st 

Century skills are defined as learning how to learn (Khan, 2014; Burden et al., 2016; 

Montrieux, Raes and Schellens, 2017; Economist Intelligence Unit, 2018) and the three 

learning theories above are important in the context of how to best equip teachers with the 

skills for teaching students in an environment that is fast changing and where students need 

not memorize facts, but understand how to learn and manage new situations. In acquiring 21st 

century skills, the learning paradigm is shifting from instructivism constructivism because 

factual knowledge quickly becomes obsolete and more emphasis is placed on skills that help 

students navigate and make sense of uncertainty and ever evolving knowledge (Vivian, 

Falkner and Falkner, 2014)- learning how to learn. 

 

The learning challenge in developing countries as described above becomes further amplified 

if one raises the bar even further and looks at 21st century skills required in today’s digital 

age. Even in developed nations, governments are challenged on how to ensure that teacher 

professional development keeps up with the fast evolving curriculums that outline learning 

objectives related to cultural impacts of technology, computational thinking, the use of digital 

systems and data and digital literacy (Vivian, Falkner and Falkner, 2014). If this is a challenge 

in well-funded societies, how would one look to equip teachers in impoverished societies with 

the skills and knowledge to prepare the children they teach to enter the workforce successfully 

(Soderstrom and Bjork, 2015a)? 

 

Technology mediated learning tools are within reach, even in Least Developed Countries, to 

support teachers’ training and teaching. Technology for education purposes has evolved 

quickly in recent years and this transformation along with improved internet coverage, reduce 

data cost, reduced cost of devices and improved power grids now has the potential to offer a 

meaningful cost effective solution that also reaches the least developed countries. A 2016 

study (Phong, Srou and Solá, 2016) shows that 48% of Cambodians claim to have accessed 

the internet (including Facebook) and 76% of Cambodians own phones with Khmer script 

capability. It was the standardization of the use of Khmer script in computers 8 years ago 

(Phong, Srou and Solá, 2016) that enabled Unicode standard opening up for development of 

modern websites and blogs in Khmer. 
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Despite ethical concerns, private sector support in the delivery of education is gaining more 

acceptance (Menashy, 2018; Zakharia and Menashy, 2018). 

 

1.2 The research settings 
The research setting is a group of private schools operated by a non-governmental, donor-

funded, organisation in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. The schools provide formal and non-formal 

education to students from kindergarten through to year 12 (K-12). The foundation does have 

a school license and follows the Cambodia government curriculum as a base. The organisation 

employs roughly 80 teachers. 

 

The non-government organisation (NGO) operated schools have a connectivist pedagogical 

influence with strong emphasis on independent thinking and leadership. The newly built 

secondary school in particular emphasizes science, technology, engineering maths (STEM) 

skills. The secondary school is an advanced multi-storey education centre designed, funded and 

fitted by private sector donors. The facility is equipped to teach STEM subjects with science 

lab facilities as well as computer rooms. There is a relatively large stream of western educated 

teachers supporting the programs. Majority of lessons, however, are taught in the local language 

Khmer. 

 

The secondary school has Wi-Fi although it is constrained by low speed and limited bandwidth 

due to local conditions and added security measures. The primary and middle schools have even 

further restrictions on Wi-Fi provision, if available at all.  

 

In contrast the public schools generally do not have internet provision to students and only 

limited access to teaching tools such as computer labs and science laboratories. One example 

(provided in interviews) is a public school with 27 campuses and 35,000 students. For this 

environment only one teacher’s room on each campus has Wi-Fi access, no Wi-Fi access is 

provided in the general areas or classrooms, outside of the computer labs. 

 

1.3 The research problem 
The research problem addresses the opportunities of web based platforms and content in 

addressing education for teachers, with a view to improve teacher training in developing 

countries. To increase qualified teaching capacity more teachers in service will be required, 

and that those teachers have adequate preparation. The research looks specifically at the use 

and impact of technology to prepare teachers to do their job in least developed countries 

(LDC), and how this prepares teachers to equip their students with 21st century skills in a 

move away from accumulation of static knowledge to learning how to learn (Khan, 2014; 

Burden et al., 2016; Montrieux, Raes and Schellens, 2017). The research look at the role of 

technology in redefining how teacher training is delivered in way that  enables internalisation 

for permanent knowing, as opposed to short term performance improvements only 

(Soderstrom and Bjork, 2015a). 

 

1.4 Purpose Statement and Research Question  
The purpose of this study is to give one perspective on the role of web based platforms and 

online learning content in improving teacher training and ability to teach with 21st century 

pedagogical understanding.  The hope is that the increasing body of knowledge on this topic 

will stimulate to further public or private sector involvement to expedite the target of universal 

education. 
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Primary research question 

How can web based resources be used to accelerate teacher training in least developed 

country contexts, such as Cambodia, for primary to high school teachers? 

 

Sub question  

Are there inherent traits in the pedagogical tradition that underwrite, or limit, the success of 

using web based resources to strengthen teachers’ ability to do their jobs? 
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1.5 Topic justification 
Whilst there is accumulating evidence that individual educational technology tools are effective 

and ready for deployment in less developed environments (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2018), 

there is little research that structurally provides guidance on how these tools would be most 

effectively deployed (Gaible and Burns, 2005; Adan, Hassler and Cruickshank, 2016; Evans 

and Popova, 2016; Gaible, 2018), either directly in the learning curriculum, or as part of teacher 

training.  There is a clear gap in the literature of studies that replicate initiatives in new contexts 

to understand appropriateness and impact (Tauson and Stannard, 2018), and to give a 

framework on how to best deploy technology to strengthen teachers that in turn enables them 

to improve the learning of children in grades K-12 in least developed countries.  

 

1.6 Scope and Limitations  
The scope of this case study is limited to a relatively well funded school environment in 

Cambodia. The children undergoing education are amongst the less privileged, even in a poor 

country like Cambodia, but the school enjoys the backing of western donors and teacher 

support programs so the school benefits from resources atypical for this segment. The school 

is not typical for Cambodia as it’s relatively well resourced and guided by the objective of 

constructivist pedagogy to the children in their care. The scope as such is thus very narrow, 

and although it provides insight and perspective, is not typically generalizable for Cambodia 

public schools. 

 

Interviews were limited, 6 in total, and were conducted in English which was a challenge as 

not all interviewees were comfortable speaking in English. Observations were carried out over 

the course of 3 days so represents a point in time, a longer observation period would have 

been preferred. 

 

1.7 Thesis Organization  
The paper is structured as follows. In the first section emergent themes from the academic 

literature are provided, the literature has been organized into four themes. The themes touch 

both the research problem itself, as well as the evolving thinking on what theory of 

knowledge best covers the need for the current digital age.  In the two sections that follow, the 

methodological approach is described and then how this was applied in the field. The 

empirical findings are then summarized and a conclusion is drawn that also addresses the 

validity of the study and what some practical recommendations are for future research or 

stakeholder engagement.   
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2. Review of the Literature 
In the review of the literature OneSearch and Google Scholar were the primary search portals. 

As both portals accesses a range of independent databases the reach to different sources of 

literature was wide. Given the pace of technology evolution research or articles more than 5 

years old were initially not included. Research or articles that focused on EdTech in 

industrialised countries were also no automatically included.  

 

The literature was divided into five themes that supported the overall research questions or gave 

background to the problem. Each theme as covered by the literature is presented in the five 

sections below. 

 

1) A shortage of well-equipped teachers is hampering the goal of universal education 

 

2) A shift from instructivism to constructivism in support of 21st century pedagogy and 

embracing connectivism to harness the power of the web 

 

3) The sweet spot of Technology, Pedagogical and Content knowing to enable teachers to 

fully leverage the web 

 

4) Technology mediated learning tools are within reach even in Least Developed 

Countries (LDC) to support teachers training or teaching 

 

5) Despite ethical concerns, private sector support in the delivery of education is gaining 

more acceptance 

 

2.1 A shortage of well-equipped teachers is hampering the ability to provide 

universal education  
Although student enrolment and attendance has improved since the Millennium goals were 

set, too many children are still out of school and too many children still don’t get a chance of 

basic education. According to the UNESCO institute for statistics there were 263 million 

children and youth out of school around 2016, and of those it was estimated that 25 million 

will never set foot in a classroom (UNESCO, 2016b) . Even those that do attend school will 

struggle to obtain a meaningful education as many teachers are ill equipped for the job, 

classes are big and resources scarce.  

 

To reach the 2030 SDGs it was furthermore estimated that 69 million teachers would need to 

be recruited between 2016 and 2030 (UNESCO, 2016b). The severe, and increasing, shortage 

of teachers relative the number of students (UNESCO, 2016b), teacher absence in the mid-

twenties (%) (Kremer et al., 2005; Andrabi, Das and Khwaja, 2013; Muralidharan et al., 2017; 

The Economist, 2018b), and ill equipped teachers (Kremer et al., 2005; Miller and Elman, 

2013) are well documented hurdles to reaching education targets (Voogt and Knezek, 2016; 

DFID, 2018).  

 

Teacher capacity needs to be addressed but with capacity once should not just look at the 

statistics of teachers employed but only teachers who are present and equipped for the job. 

Various studies in India show very high teacher absence on site visits with only ~75% present 

and only ~50% actively teaching (Kremer et al., 2005; Muralidharan et al., 2017).  The fiscal 

cost of teacher absence is significant and through correlation analysis Muralidharan et.al. show 

that increasing frequency of monitoring could be over ten times more cost effective at 
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increasing the effective student-teacher ratio, rather than hiring more teachers (Muralidharan et 

al., 2017). Many teachers lack basic qualifications. Furthermore, once teachers are in place the 

in-service development opportunities are limited (Miller and Elman, 2013). Increasing teacher 

motivation is also likely to reduce absence and studies indicate that the key driver for increasing 

motivation is intrinsic, better training, better ability for them to teach in a meaningful way (Iliya 

and Ifeoma, 2015). 

 

To increase teaching capacity contractors are often used, especially in rural locations. At least 

in India, as contractors are exempt from needing teacher certification, this increase in 

contractors has led to 70% of teachers not having basic teacher certification (Muralidharan et 

al., 2017). Similar data is provided for Pakistan with 60% of teachers reported to have no or 

limited qualifications (Hina, 2016). On the other end of the spectrum the globalised Teach for 

All initiative where well educated graduates (albeit poorly teacher trained) spend 2 years 

teaching before engaging on their own set career is one option to temporarily increase teacher 

capacity. Although there has been discussion over the quality and whether pedagogical 

approaches are globally consistent these Teach for All candidate generally go where there is a 

shortage of teachers, and 97% of headmasters were very positive of their experience hosting 

Teach for All teachers (Blumenreich and Gupta, 2015).  

 

The more extreme ideas, that require a mind-set shift away from our traditional thinking of 

teacher to student ratio is to use technology to expand the capacity of teachers. For most 

scenarios the focus still remains on the competence of the teacher in the room but increasingly 

technology can expand teacher capacity to engage, personalize learning plans, and to assess 

more with less effort (Noida, 2018). However, in the extreme, where there are no teachers, a 

‘robo teacher’ will still be better than no teacher (The Economist, 2018a).  

 

2.2 A shift from instructivism to constructivism in support of 21st century 

pedagogy, and connectivism as the next step to harness the power of the web 
Since the 20th century the predominant learning theories have been instructivism (behaviourism 

and cognitivism) and constructivism (Porcaro, 2011; Ouyang and Stanley, 2014). Instructivism 

and Constructivism were developed in a pre-digital age and the emerging theory of knowing, 

now when the half-life of knowledge is shrinking, is now moving to Connectivism (Siemens, 

2004; Foroughi, 2015). Connectivism is similar to constructivism with the key difference being 

the central role of relationships and network, rather than supplemental, they are primary sources 

of learning. Figure 1 attempts to describe the potential shift in learning paradigm with the 

opportunities that technology present and how this impacts the roles of the teacher and student. 

 

Instructivism has the teacher as the primary agent creating the processes, resources and 

conditions for success (Porcaro, 2011), and the students are passive absorbers of information.. 

Instructivism is conditional learning focusing on associations with stimuli, emphasizes drill and 

practices and memorization. Instructivism helps learner to reproduce a series of facts, 

knowledge, attitude, belief and behaviour (Onyesolu et al., 2013) and does not give room for 

self-discovery (Siemens, 2004) 

 

Constructivism, in contrast to instructivism, has the student as the primary agent (Porcaro, 

2011) and strives to enable students with critical thinking, evaluation and diverse viewpoints 

(Montrieux et al., 2015; Burden et al., 2016; Weeraratne and Chin, 2018). It’s not what they 

know, but how fast they learn and how well they can adapt to new situations that will help 

students, and teachers, succeed. Constructivism has the teacher as a facilitator and the 

learning comes from student experiences and not passive absorption or repetition. Learning is 
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something the learner does, not something that it is imposed on the learner (Onyesolu et al., 

2013). This directly defines the types of skills teachers and students need to have to be 

attractive in the 21st century workforce.   

 

Connectivism as a learning theory builds on constructivism, but focuses on learning 

communities (Kop and Hill, 2008). Connectivism assumes that many processes previously 

handled by learning theories can be off-loaded to, or supported by, technology (Siemens, 2004). 

The key principles of connectivism (Foroughi, 2015 citing Siemens 2004) are that learning and 

knowledge rest in diversity of opinions and learning as such is thus a process of connecting 

information sources; the capacity to know more is more critical than what is currently known 

so the nurturing and maintaining connections is needed to facilitate continual learning.  This 

ability to see connections between fields, ideas, and concepts is a core skill and these 

connections to be valuable need to represent accurate, up-to-date knowledge. Choosing what to 

learn and the meaning of incoming information is seen through the lens of a shifting reality 

which makes decision making in itself a skill.  

 

 
Figure 1 Potential linkages between the teaching environment, the role of the teacher and the pedagogical theory 

 
2.2.1 Enabling factors for change 

Many teachers and education systems in South East Asia still operate on the original 

instructivist learning theories and ageing curriculums not suited to modern day capabilities 

required in the workforce (Burden et al., 2016). There is still a strong focus on didactic teaching 

in the instructivist vein vs inquiry based learning as is core to constructivist learning (Fullan, 

2013; Montrieux, Raes and Schellens, 2017).  

 

Porcaro provides a literature review of instructivism and constructivism and a framework for 

how to enable evolution and innovation educational systems (see Figure 2). Porcaro points out 

the likely conflict for teachers, students and institutions when pedagogical innovations take 

place within national systems an these three groups have different philosophical grounding or 

experiences. This misalignment, or congruence, is a critical factor for how innovation in 

education is supported or undermined; and it may also be a requirement to have alignment for 
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innovative change to take place. How the friction is managed will impact how stakeholders 

dismiss, adapt, ignore or celebrate the changes (Porcaro, 2011).  

 

The conflict stems not only from the alignment between students’ and teachers’ educational 

philosophies but is also impacted by the institutional system’s resources, policy, and culture 

(see Figure 1). Resources alone will not solve the problem of educational innovation but without 

resources it’s also hard to drive change (Porcaro, 2011).  

 

Porcaro’s paper analyses the tension when constructivism is applied in instructivist learning 

cultures (Porcaro, 2011). Educators in particular may question the effectiveness of 

constructivism’s pedagogies especially if held accountable for results on strict national tests. 

Learning in the context of constructivism is a permanent change in behaviour, or knowledge, 

that supports long-term retention and transfer (Soderstrom and Bjork, 2015a); and learning can 

be distinctly different from short term performance improvement that is often the means of 

assessing successful education. Studies by Soderstrom and Bjork indicate that the conditions 

that produce the most errors during acquisition are often the conditions that produce the most 

learning (Soderstrom and Bjork, 2015b), and this can be in direct conflict with the way country 

educational systems measure success (Fox, 2006 as cited by Porcaro, 2011) in their exam 

systems as these work on a shorter timeframe.  

 

Further tension in applying constructivist teaching in instructivist learning cultures is that it 

may also invoke fear of loss of control by the teachers in the classroom (Hung et al., 2003 as 

cited by Porcaro, 2011), or that students will not assume control of their own learning (Jonassen, 

1991 as cited by Porcaro, 2011)  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Framework for introducing innovative pedagogies (Porcaro 2010) 
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2.3 Requirement of technology, pedagogical and content knowledge for teachers 

to change the role of technology in the process of learning 
In her article Transforming Teacher Education with Technology McClanahan (Mcclanahan, 

2012) calls out the need for more integrated ICT into coursework and that the reason for this 

gap is likely that teachers themselves have not had that integrated exposure in their own 

education. She highlights that in order for teachers to adopt the innovative use of ICT as part of 

their teaching identity, teacher educators must also incorporate this into the teacher training 

coursework. Prestridge posits that effective ICT professional learning processes requires the 

inclusion of activities that develops an understanding of the underlying pedagogies, rather than  

focusing on technical approaches (Prestridge, 1998 as cited by Owen et al., 2017). 

 

Much research points to the fact that technology was initially viewed as a standalone subject 

without real effort to integrate it in a systematic way into the curriculum but that approach has 

now evolved (Stolle, 2008; Brenner & Brill, 2016; Kadjer, 2005; Bakir , 2016 as cited in 

McClanahan, 2012). To push technology into schools, the focus initially was on access to 

technology, meaning computers themselves and how many teachers were using them (Atkins 

et.al., 2010; The Technology Literacy Challenge Fund, 1997 as cited by McClanahan, 2012).  

 

To provide a definition of technology integration a few frameworks emerged with TPACK by 

Mishra & Koehler being one that is still frequently used in discussion of teacher training and 

the use of technology in education (TPACK; Mishra & Koehler, 2006 as cited in McClanahan, 

2012). The Technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) framework (Figure 3) 

combines the need for knowledge of all three segments meaning content, pedagogy and 

technology to enable good teaching with technology (Mcclanahan, 2012; Valtonen et al., 2015; 

López-Vargas, Duarte-Suárez and Ibáñez-Ibáñez, 2017; Camino Bueno-Alastuey, Villarreal 

and García Esteban, 2018; Goradia, 2018) . Knowledge of all three is required for teachers to 

integrate technology into the curriculum and this is illustrated as the TPACK sweet spot, where 

educational innovation with technology happens (López-Vargas, Duarte-Suárez and Ibáñez-

Ibáñez, 2017) in the figure below (Figure 2). Numerous researcher point to the importance of 

having technology embedded in learning environments, and avoiding ICT as a standalone 

subject (Gao, Choy, Wong  Wu, 2009; Hughes, 2005; Smarkola, 2008; Wenwrot, Waddoups,  

Earle, 2004 as cited by López-Vargas, Duarte-Suárez and Ibáñez-Ibáñez, 2017).  
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Figure 3 The TPACK Framework (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) 

Learning experiences that focus on only one or two of the knowledge segments will fall short 

of supporting teacher candidates’ technology integration and skills (Polly, 2011; Pollly and 

Orill, 2016 as cited by Polly and Rock, 2016). Lopez-Vargas on the other hand looks 

specifically at the combinations of two knowledge segments and links these different 

knowledge combinations to practical teaching/learning tools (López-Vargas, Duarte-Suárez 

and Ibáñez-Ibáñez, 2017, p. 267) making it easier to visualise (See table 1). Against each 

knowledge combination he lists examples of specific teaching tools, e.g. Massive Open Online 

Courses (MOOCs) stemming from where technology and pedagogy meet.  
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Table 1 Examples of tangible tools in TPACK knowledge combinations  

Knowledge 
combinations 

Explanation 
(Valtonen et al., 2015, p. 89) 

Tangibles  
(López-Vargas, Duarte-Suárez and Ibáñez-Ibáñez, 2017, 
p. 267) 

Technological content 
knowledge (TCK) 

How technology is used 

within subjects 

Teaching concepts supported by ICT: 

 Simulation software 

 Augmented reality 

 Free software 

Pedagogical content 
knowledge (PCK) 

How to facilitate and organise 

for learning outcomes 

Planning of teaching/learning: 

 Class materials 

 Activity design 

 Lesson plans 

Technological 
pedagogical knowledge 

(TPK) 

How to use different 

technology tools to facilitate 

learning (the process of 

learning) 

Pedagogical process for students 

construction of knowledge: 

 Discussion forums 

 Video conferences 

 MOOCs 

 Blended learning 

Technological 
pedagogical content 
knowledge (TPACK) 

Knowledge related to teachers 

use of ICT- an understanding 

of interactions across 

technology, content and 

pedagogy 

Content learning facilitated in classroom 

trough appropriate pedagogy and 

technology 

 

 

2.4 Technology mediated learning tools are within reach even in Least Developed 

Countries (LDC) to support teachers training or teaching 

 
Infrastructure is improving 

Almost all aspects of IT delivery have been revolutionised and cost has come down to make 

technology accessible. IT assets have moved from desktop to handheld devices and as per the 

Apps-Centric Mobile learning architecture Sengupta introduces (Sengupta et al., 2012) there 

are now solutions that are energy efficient, cost effective and aimed at students in remote areas 

where adoption of technology is still in incipient stages. The provision of internet coverage has 

increased at breath-taking pace and the cost of data has come down considerably. In a study on 

ICT for education in Vietnam high-bandwidth fibre-optic wireless broadband was in the process 

of being provided within accessible areas and low-bandwidth satellites were operating in some 

locations where fibre optic was feasible (Owen et al., 2017). And, where data is still scarce 

there is now technology that allows users to sync where data is available in offline e-learning 

solutions. Electricity can still be a block but also here the electric grid expansions have been 

significant as well as the adoption of solar in remote areas, where power is still unstable there 

are now also energy efficient frameworks available (Sengupta et al., 2012). 

 

Innovation is taking place 

In 2013 The Economist Intelligence Unit acknowledged that the then current wave of education 

technology (EdTech) investments were primarily in the US, applied to US learning 

environments, and that the technology was too new and eclectic to have proved its worth; and 

with very little knowledge about the outcomes of the online learning. Whilst the term EdTech 

is broad, and loosely defined, in this context we are referring to information 

technology/computer based applications that support the teaching or learning process.  
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The tone had changed considerably in the Economist research in 2017/2018 and there was a 

real recognition that “used properly, technology now deserved more prominence in schools- 

especially in developing countries where human teachers are often ignorant, absent, or both”.  

 

EdTech can provide the accurate knowledge and quality content whilst the teacher shapes the 

learning environment. EdTech can supplement with access to quality teachers and pedagogy on 

online platforms (Lone, 2017). If the belief is that EdTech holds the solution to consistency and 

increased vitality of teaching (Dillenbourg, 2013) then teachers need to be made comfortable 

with technology in school, and at home. Currently there is evidence that many teachers 

themselves don’t feel confident using the technology provided (Trucano, 2016; Keeley, 2017). 

One relevant finding, in a study on teacher quality, is that teachers owning personal technology 

equipment are more likely to encourage technology adoption in the classroom (Adan, Hassler 

and Cruickshank, 2016).  

 

Flipped classrooms (Kyung Hyue, Kwi Hwa,  & Sun, 2018; Sletten, 2017; Zipp, Maher & 

Olson, 2017 as cited by Goradia, 2018, p. 49) where the instruction is technology mediated, and 

the teacher serves as a navigator has introduced a new method of teaching. Flipped classroom 

refers to the instruction being done outside the classroom and the classroom time being used to 

do the exercised, what would in the traditional sense have been the homework. Flipped class 

room has been trialled where students watch Khan Academy tutorials at home and then work 

on the problems in class (The Economist, 2017). Khan Academy is a non-profit educational 

organization created in 2008 by Salman Khan with the goal of creating a set of online tools that 

help educate students, the organization produces short lessons in the form of videos. 

 

Although earlier researched was unsure of the impact on learning (Kalman, 2014) of flipped 

classrooms using Khan Academy tutorials, the later studies seem convinced of its impact on 

test results if done in a blended learning environment (Weeraratne and Chin, 2018). In 2016 

Khan Academy acquired Duck Duck Moose, a developer of educational apps for young 

children, and also made their apps free of charge. There still seems to be a gap in quality 

educational software for junior years.  

 

One novel option is delivery of standardised and controlled lesson plans such as in the case of 

Bridge International Academies. Bridge International Academies is a network of schools which 

began in Kenya in 2007. Through partnerships, Bridge aims to ensure more children have access 

to an education.  Bridge delivers professionally developed, up-to-the-minute lesson plans that 

provide every teacher with the core foundation needed. This is done across 400+ private 

primary schools in Kenya/Uganda and the curriculum is aligned with national curriculum but 

leveraging the power of connected devices.  

 
2.4.1 Massive open online platforms (MOOCs) are enabling teacher and community support at 

scale 

Massive open online courses (MOOCs) are free on-line courses open to anyone with an internet 

connection (Koukis and Jimoyiannis, 2019). Courses are massive in terms of the number of 

students they can accommodate. See Table 1 below for an overview of types of MOOCs 

(Vivian, Falkner and Falkner, 2014). MOOCs is an example of a technological pedagogical 

knowledge tool (López-Vargas, Duarte-Suárez and Ibáñez-Ibáñez, 2017, p. 267). 
 

MOOCs are interesting in the context of UNESCO’s  ‘education for all’ aspirations as they 

have the potential to reach teachers in the emerging economies (Laurillard, 2016). To do the 

topic justice one needs to separate the teaching platform from the curriculum on it. As a platform 
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is there is growing evidence that especially cMOOCs, with their enablement of networked 

learning has potential to provide learning supported by peer networks (Vivian, Falkner and 

Falkner, 2014; Berry, 2015; Charbonneau-Gowdy et al., 2016; Laurillard, 2016; Owen et al., 

2017; Koukis and Jimoyiannis, 2019). Laurillard (Laurillard, 2016) in particular highlights the 

change needed to move from platforms with a pure instructivist approach to platforms that are 

constructivist in nature and supporting peer-to-peer collaboration. Owen et. al. in their paper 

‘Systematic educational change and teacher skill building in developed and developing 

countries: the importance of teacher peer learning groups’ call out the importance of 

professional learning communities to driving actual change in classroom practices (Owen et al., 

2017). In peer networks teachers learn from each other, can request critique on lessons, share 

lesson plans and generally build confidence  

 

Vivian, Falkner, and Falkner provide an excellent overview of the different online learning 

platforms and their underlying development approaches. 

 
Table 2 Characteristics of MOOC and online professional development approaches. Vivian/ Falkner/Falkner (2014) 

 oTPD 
Online teacher 
professional 
development 

xMOOCs 
experience massive 
open online courses 

TMPL 
Technology 
mediated 
professional 
learning 

cMOOCs 
Connectivist 
massive open online 
courses 

Structure Structured internet 

based learning 

Structured internet 

based learning, 

including video 

content, online 

quizzes, peer or 

self-assessment 

Less structure- ‘just 

time learning’ 

Less structure- 

distributed 

networks 

Focus Online learning, 

self-directed study, 

course or module 

completion. 

Individualised 

models or cohort 

modules 

Online learning, 

self-directed study, 

course or module 

completion. Some 

courses offer 

optional levels of 

engagement. 

Blend of online and 

fact-to-face 

learning. Social 

media (created and 

teacher-initiated 

groups) 

Online-networked 

learning. 

Registrants create 

knowledge and 

engage in online 

publishing 

activities and self-

or peer assessment, 

depending on 

personal learning 

goals. 

Platform Learning 

management 

systems (LMS) as a 

core 

Core platform for 

content delivery 

and modules- 

perhaps through a 

service provider. 

Online learning and 

face-to-face 

blended. Teacher-

initiated networks 

and online 

communities. 

Distributed 

networks. A 

common platform 

or content 

aggregator may be 

used as a hub. 

Learning Theory Instructivist. 

Behavioural, 

mastery learning 

and knowledge 

retrieval 

Instructivist. 

Behavioural, 

mastery learning 

and knowledge 

retrieval 

Connectivist, 

Constructivist 

Connectivist, 
communities of 

practice 

Teacher emphasis Content and 

delivery. 

Discussion forums 

for support. 

Content and 

delivery. 

Discussion forums 

for support. 

Encouraging 

networking (face-

to-face and online), 

co-construction of 

knowledge and 

community support 

networks 

Encouraging online 

networking and 

professional 

community 

formation and co-

construction of 

knowledge 
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2.4.2 Despite ethical concerns, private sector support in the delivery of education is gaining more 

acceptance 

 

Ethical debate of private sector involvement in education 

Although there is an ethical stance amongst many actors that the private sector should not 

interfere in the delivery of education as it may even further weaken the public education system 

(Zakharia and Menashy, 2018), the reality is that many governments are unable to cope on their 

own (Gaible, 2018). The state can be the guarantor of good standard basic education but does 

not necessarily need to provide the full funding or complete delivery of services, for this 

partnering with the private sector can be beneficial (DFID, 2018). Zakharia and Menashy 

(Zakharia and Menashy, 2018) point out that civil society has begun to welcome, and even call 

for, private sector support in the delivery of education due to ever increasing cost and 

complexity of delivery.  Zakharia’s and Menashy’s study is specific to Syrian refugees but the 

proof points can be used as parallels for LDCs.  

 

For the solutions in the margins, the private sector can bring their drive, expertise, and funding 

to gamble on finding a good solution in a way that governments would struggle to do.   

 

Ethical obligations of technology mediated learning 

The study ‘teaching students out of harm’s way’ (Moon, 2018) suggest clear obligations for 

educators to teach children the perils of the internet if they also open and introduce the internet 

in the teaching environment. This study is from a US context but the risks would be even further 

escalated in environments where children are already vulnerable and exposed.  

 

2.5 Gaps in the knowledge  
 

Whilst there is accumulating evidence that individual educational technology tools are effective 

and ready for deployment in less developed environments (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2018), 

there is little research that structurally provides guidance on how these tools would be most 

effectively deployed (Gaible and Burns, 2005; Adan, Hassler and Cruickshank, 2016; Evans 

and Popova, 2016; Gaible, 2018), either directly in the learning curriculum, or as part of teacher 

training.  There is a clear gap in the literature of studies that replicate initiatives in new contexts 

to understand appropriateness and impact (Tauson and Stannard, 2018), and to give a 

framework on how to best deploy technology to strengthen teachers that in turn enables them 

to improve the learning of children in grades K-12 in least developed countries.  

 

The HEART scoping study (Gaible, 2018) calls the need critical for usable research that 

provides a better understanding of which of the proliferations of educational technology 

solutions are most effective and offers highest value for money in a given situation. The 

HEART scoping study does underline that EdTech tools are now appropriate and ready for 

deployment in development education, but the questions is how and in what context are they 

most effectively deployed. There are hints as to what works, but not works best (Evans and 

Popova, 2016). One study does cover motivators for teachers to also adopt EdTech but as the 

sample size is small the study could also be replicated to establish generalizable findings (Adan, 

Hassler and Cruickshank, 2016). The Save the children report (Tauson and Stannard, 2018) 

calls for the same, and points out that a comprehensive review is missing from the literature 

that clearly links the variables that matter for better learning to EdTech initiatives. Studies that 

replicate initiatives in new contexts are required to understand appropriateness and impact, and 

to give guidance on further replication.  
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Specifically as it relates to teacher professional development the studies on MOOCs were all 

promising but they were also all tentative in their own positioning, all highlighting the need for 

further understanding of how MOOCs can be leveraged to support teacher training. 

 

In addition, local language content seems to be absent in studies, as well as referenced to 

developmentally appropriate software for older students who need to catch up on junior year’s 

education. Based on the gaps in teacher confidence in technology as a whole, it seems that 

ethics and an understanding of the risks needs to be a strong part of the teacher training 

curriculum.  

 

3. Methodology  
  

3.1 Methodological Tradition  
Of the four philosophical world views summarised by Creswell (2014) the selected worldview 

is pragmatic, centred on a specific problem and taking a real-world practice oriented approach, 

the pragmatic approach downplays methods and emphasizes the research problem opening up 

for all approaches to understand the issue at hand (Creswell, 2014. p 10-11 citing Cherryholmes 

1992 and Morgan 2007). As is highlighted by Creswell (2014), pragmatic research occurs in 

social, historical and political contexts which adds a theoretical lens that is reflective of social 

justice. 

 

The three remaining worldviews (Creswell, 2014) postpositivism, constructivism and 

transformative provided less freedom to drive towards a practical solution so were not selected. 

Postpositivism, is binary and better suited to quantitative research. Constructivism is highly 

philosophical aspiring for meaning. Transformative world view is somewhat aligned as it takes 

the lens of the marginalised person but pragmative was still yet the better fit for the purpose of 

this study. 

 

The underlying epistemology guiding the research approach of this study is interpretive 

(Orlikowski and Baroudi, 1984) and the ambition is to understand the phenomena of 

technology for teacher development in least developed countries (LDCs). Generalisation for 

the full population of teachers in Cambodia is not sought, rather the intent of the case study is 

to understand the use of online platforms and content in a specific situation in a least 

developed country.   

 

3.2 Methodological Approach  
The strategy or inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011 as cited by Creswell, 2014) selected is  

qualitative and the execution is as a case study (Creswell, 2014).  

 

In her comparative paper on case study methods for educational research Yazan (Yazan, 2015)) 

highlights that there are various opposing methods for this frequently used qualitative research 

methodology (see Table 3. She claims that methodologists do not have a full consensus on the 

design and implementation of case study  and does a comparison of three prominent 

methodologists: Robert K. Yin's Case Study Research: Design and Methods (2002), Robert E. 

Stake's The Art of Case Study Research (1995) and Sharan B. Merriam's Qualitative Research 

and Case Study Applications in Education (1998).  
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This case study is most closely aligned with the methodology prescribed by Robert Stake 

(Stake, 1995 as cited by Yazan, 2015) in that it is a fully qualitative study with a constructivist 

lens. It provides an overall picture of the phenomenon within the unique context of the 

phenomenon being studied (Stake, 1995 as cited by Yazan, 2015; Delfino and Persico, 2007) 

and the research design was open and emergent (Creswell, 2014; Stake, 1995 as cited by Yazan, 

2015) allowing for adjustment the question based on the situation on the ground. 

 
Table 3 Yazan's comparative study of case study methodology (Yin, 2002; Stake, 1995; Merriam, 1998 as cited by Yazan, 

2015) 

Case Methodologist Robert Yin 
 

Robert Stake 
 

Sharan Merriam 

Epistemological 
Commitments 

Positivist Constructivist and 
existentialist 
(nondeterminist) 

Constructivist 

Definition of case study An empirical inquiry that 
investigates a 
contemporary 
phenomenon within its 
real life context, 
especially when the 
boundaries between a 
phenomenon and 
context are not clear and 
the researcher has little 
control over the 
phenomenon and 
context by addressing 
the “how” or “why” 
questions 

A study of the 
particularity 
and complexity of an 
integrated system with 
boundary and working 
parts to come to 
understand 
its activity within 
important 
circumstances 

An intensive, holistic 
description and analysis 
of a bounded 
phenomenon such as a 
program, an institution, a 
person, a process, or a 
social unit 

Design of case study Design refers to the 
logical sequence that 
connects the empirical 
data to a study's initial 
research questions and, 
ultimately, to its 
conclusions. Combines 
qualitative and 
quantitative data. 
 
Case study design has 
five components 

 a study’s questions 

 its propositions 

 its unit(s) of analysis 

 the logic linking 

 the data to the 
propositions 

 the criteria for 
interpreting the 
findings. 

Flexible design allowing 
changes to me made 
throughout in a nod to 
Parlett and Hamilton’s 
(1972) progressive 
focusing which assumes 
that the course of study 
cannot be charted in 
advance. A set of two or 
three research questions 
that will help structure 
the observation, 
interviews, and 
document review.   
(Parlett and Hamilton, 
1972 as cited by Stake, 
1998, as cited by Yazan, 
2015). Qualitative data 
only. 
 

Heavy influence of 
literature and focus on 
theory development and 
points of emphasis. 
Qualitative data only. 
 

 literature review 

 construction of 
theoretical 

 framework 

 identification of 
research problem 

 crafting research 
questions 

 purposive sampling 
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3.3 Methods/Techniques for Data Collection  
Data collection was done through observations, interviews and document reviews which are 

the consistent baseline input for case studies (Yin, 2002; Stake, 1995; Merriam, 1998 as cited 

by Yazan, 2015). The interviews and observations took place in the period March 30 to April 

1, 2019 on location in Cambodia. The visual materials were collected at different points in 

time since 2015. 

 
3.3.1 Interviews 

Qualitative interviews as per Creswell’s definition are few in number, with open ended 

unstructured or semi-structured questions, and are intended to elicit views and opinions from 

participants (Stake, 1995; Merriam, 1998 as cited by Yazan, 2015; Creswell, 2014). 

Interviews can be done face-to-face/one-on-one/in-person, via telephone, in a focus group or 

via email internet interview (Creswell, 2014). In addition to providing the research more 

control of the questioning, interviews are useful to provide historical context for information 

and are very practical when observations cannot be conducted (Creswell, 2014).   

 

Limitations however are that the information may be tainted by bias of the interviewer or the 

interviewees and that not all people are equally articulate or participative, which may lead to 

sample bias (Creswell, 2014). 

 

The interviews in this case study were conducted face-to-face, one-on-one, in-person. In total 

6 interviews were conducted with five e-learning integrators as well as the head of learning 

for the organisation. The list of interviewees was provide to the researcher by the head of 

learning with the rationale that those teachers were familiar with technology. The researcher 

was not able to select other teachers, but did request the additional interview with the head of 

learning. Some limitations with the interview method for this case need to be acknowledged 

as the interviewees had been selected by management and, despite assurance of 

confidentiality, there might have been a desire to put the foundation in a good light to ensure 

donor appetite.  

 

Interviews were conducted in a meeting room at one of the schools and lasted 30 minutes 

each. An interview protocol with semi structured questions (see appendix) was used to ensure 

consistency across the interviews, to ensure that the research objective and context was 

consistently conveyed, and to document the answers. Interviews were not recorded but notes 

were taken. 

 

The interviews all began with introduction of research objectives, the expected use of data, 

and obtainment of verbal consent with a clarification of the right of the interviewees to at any 

time with draw from the discussion or withdraw notes from the interviews. The original 

schedule was set up as a focus group with all interviewees in one session but this was changed 

to one-on-one interviews due to concerns both with levels of active participation by all and 

not being dominated by one or two individuals, as well as concerns of confidentiality. The 

researcher was able to ensure confidentiality in one-on-one interviews but would not have 

been able to control confidentiality in a focus group from the other participants.  

 
3.3.2 Observations 

Observations were done with the researcher as a complete observer, with the researcher not 

taking active part in the teaching or class proceedings (Creswell, 2014, p. 191). Creswell 

introduces three additional options of the role of the observer that all build on the observer 

participating in the activity; ie as a complete participant where the role as an observer is 
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concealed, as a participant where the role is known, or  as an observer where the role of 

observation is secondary to the role as a participant (Creswell, 2014, p. 191).  Observations 

allow a separate data point to help triangulate the content from the interviews which can be 

helpful in an environment that is culturally not direct. The choice to observe as a complete 

observer was guided by the desire to reduce the perception of intrusion especially as the 

environment involved children who are non-native English speakers (Creswell, 2014, p. 191). 

There is a risk however that the researcher’s pre-announced observation alters what would 

have normally been, especially in the way lessons are structured. 

 

An observational protocol was constructed to record information while observing the lessons. 

In that protocol descriptive notes were separated from the researcher’s own reflective notes 

(Creswell, 2014, p. 194) and particular notes were taken of the physical setting, activities and 

level of technology resourcing. 

 

Observations consisted of a one seminar day in a teacher-to-teacher program, one teacher led 

after school computer club for girls in middle to high school, and one lesson for primary 

school children. The selection of the points of observation were pragmatically selected, based 

on what was going the days of the site visits. The time of the site visit was aligned with the 

teacher-to-teacher workshop as this was the primary point of access for this study thanks to 

the multi-year relationship build up between the visiting teachers and the local teachers being 

trained.  

 

Teacher-to-teacher seminar. The teacher-to-teacher program consists of teachers from an 

international school in Singapore volunteering on their school breaks to provide training to the 

teachers working for the foundation in Cambodia. This seminar is a multi-day workshop and 

the researcher was able to observe freely. The researcher observed the introduction with all 

the teachers together, and then stayed back to observed one of the primary school breakouts 

groups and their activities. The seminar was seminal to the case study as it opened up for the 

opportunity work with the foundation/schools.  

 

After school computer club. The researcher was able to observe an extracurricular lesson in 

computer programing. This lessons was opportunistically added as it was in session at the 

same time as the teacher-to teacher seminar. 

 

Primary school lesson. The researcher also did a site visit at one of the junior satellite 

schools to observe learning environment, resources, facilitates. The foundation has a number 

of satellite schools and the one in question was selected due to its close proximity to the 

senior school where the teacher-to-teacher seminar was conducted.  

 

3.3.3 Visual materials 

The multi-year teacher-to-teacher program requests local school faculty to upload photos in 

shared folders as proof of implementation. Through these photos I was able to analyse the role 

of technology in teaching from 2015 until 2019 at different points in time with the intent to 

observe what technology was in use, and what sites were accessed. Verbal consent and physical 

access was obtained from the lead of the teacher-to-teacher program.   

 

3.4 Methods/Techniques for Data Analysis  
Inductive content analysis was used over deductive (Elo and Kyngäs, 2008, p. 109) as the 

objective is to provide a case study perspective rather than prove or disprove a prior theory. 

For both methods the universal steps of preparation, organizing and reporting data are carried 
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out (Elo and Kyngäs, 2008). For the inductive content analysis then includes open coding and 

then the creation of categories and themes through headings being written in the margins of 

the observation protocols allowing themes to be freely generated (Burnard, 1991; Hsieh & 

Shannon, 2005; Cole 1998, Downe-Wambold 1992, Dey 1993, Burnard 1991 as cited by Elo 

and Kyngäs, 2008). Deductive content analysis on the other hand ties the codes against the 

theories being tested (Catanzaro, 1998; Marshall & Rossman, 1995 as citec by Elo and 

Kyngäs, 2008) 

 

Thematic analysis is a method for interpreting patterns that is broad its spectrum of use as it’s 

a method unbound by theoretical methodology (Clarke and Braun, 2017). As defined by 

Clarke themes are larger patterns of meaning that provide a framework to organise 

observations around. Themes do not just summarize the data but organise the data into core 

messages in support of the research question with a unifying ‘red thread’ (Clarke and Braun, 

2017; Graneheim, Lindgren and Lundman, 2017). Thematic analysis is flexible in construct 

and can be used to analyse small data sets of 1-2 participants as well as large studies 

(Cederwall & Aberg, 2010; Mooney-Somers, Perz, & Ussher, 2008 as cited by Clarke and 

Braun, 2017), 

 

The interview transcripts with the e-learning integrators and the head of learning, the 

observation notes from the site visits as well as reflections on the teacher-to-teacher training 

seminar and subsequent conversations with the visiting teachers were generically hand coded, 

categorized and then put into concepts/themes (Elo and Kyngäs, 2008; Lichtman, 2013) and 

presented in the tables below.  

 

For full disclosure interview notes were light as to keep the conversation going. Particular 

attention was paid to the ideas and feelings of those interacted with. The 30 minute interviews 

took place on March 30 and 31, providing time for coding ahead of the classroom observation 

on April 1. The sequencing allowed the interview categories to be validated in the 

observations.  

 

3.5 Validity and Reliability 
Validity addresses the requirement for the researcher to take measures to ensure accuracy of 

findings (Gibbs, 2007 as cited by Creswell, 2014, p. 201). Validity has its origins in the 

natural sciences and is thus most easily aligned with positivism, it is less straight forward to 

define it for quantitative research in social sciences (Merriam, 1998 as cited by Yazan, 2015, 

p. 147). Stake further posits that “for qualitative research there is no one way, beyond 

contention, to get it right”  and that the “ethical obligation for researchers is to minimize 

misrepresentation and misunderstandings” (Stake, 1995 as cited by Yazan, 2015, p. 147). 

Merriam is aligned with this perspective and holds the researcher accountable with enough 

detail to ensure that the conclusion makes sense (Merriam, 1998 as cited by Yazan, 2015, p. 

147). Yin, with his positivist position, even for case study methodology has a differing view 

and wants the researcher to guarantee validity of findings (Yin, 2002 as cited by Yazan, 2015, 

p. 150). All three methodologists have triangulation of multiple sources as the regular method 

to assess validity. 

 

For this case study, the researcher triangulated interview insights and observations with the 

lead for the teacher-to-teacher program on an ongoing basis. The sampling in this case study 

is small and is aimed at particularity (Green & Caracelli as cited by Creswell, 2014) and 

insight, rather than an empirical generalization.  
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Reliability is a measure of consistency across different researchers and different projects 

(Gibbs, 2007 as cited by Creswell, 2014, p. 201). As this case study was conducted by one 

researcher reliability is difficult to measure but the findings were in line with some of the key 

frameworks presented in the literature review of this paper (see figure 1 (Porcaro, 2011)and 

figure 2 TPACK). As per the constructivist approach described above, steps were taken to 

ensure that misunderstandings and misrepresentations were minimized and that conclusions 

made sense. Inferences made need to be seen in the context of the research setting.  

 

 

3.6 Ethical Considerations   
Ethical considerations in relation to case studies need to be anticipated in advance (Berg, 

2001; Hesse-Biber & Leavy, 2011; Punch, 2005; Sieber, 1998 as cited by Creswell, 2014, p. 

92).  Each stage of the research process has unique ethical considerations and in the 

preparation of the study the environment to be studies needs to be considered, as in this case 

study, although not the focus of the study, it is an environment with minors and these are 

viewed as vulnerable populations (Creswell, 2014, p. 95). Consent for the observations, and 

being in the school environment, was provided as part of the signed foundation child 

protection policy that the foundation has in place. The foundation child protection policy, 

which needs to be signed by all employees, contractors and visitors is extensive and governs 

behavioural norms as well as use of imaging. (See appendix 8.1 Child protection policy). 

 

The researcher was there as part of a planned visit with an invitation to participate by teacher-

to-teacher management, as well as the foundation head of learning. Both parties were 

informed of the purpose of the study and visit, and helped plan and organise the points of 

interaction for the researcher via multiple email chains.  

 

The interviews all began with introduction of research objectives, the expected use of data, 

and obtainment of verbal consent with a clarification of the right of the interviewees to at any 

time with draw from the discussion or withdraw notes from the interviews. The original 

schedule was set up as a focus group with all interviewees in one session but this was changed 

to one-on-one interviews due to concerns about confidentiality. The researcher was able to 

ensure confidentiality in one-on-one interviews but would not have been able to control 

confidentiality between participants in a focus group.  

 

 

4. Empirical Findings  
 

4.1 Data relating to how teachers are trained  
4.1.1 Data from observations on how teachers are trained: teacher-to-teacher workshops 

The teacher-to-teacher program has been running for a few years although there had been a 

break in continuity so this was the first trip back for a year. The program consists of teachers 

from an international school in Singapore volunteering on their school breaks to provide 

training to the teachers working for the foundation in Cambodia. In particular the teachers 

have been focusing on evolving pedagogy from instructivist to constructivist. To reflect more 

contemporary thinking, there has also been heavy focus on integration computer technology 

into all lessons, rather than keeping it as a subject lesson in itself. 

 

The teacher-to-teacher workshop focused on planning and curriculums and was designed as a 

training session for the teachers in attendance. In all 25 primary and middle school teachers as 

well as e-learning integrators attended the workshops by 6 teachers from an international 
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school in Singapore.  The focus was on the teaching approach with a strong focus on clarity of 

learning objectives that then drives a prepared teaching/lesson plan. Lesson plans were 

discussed and practical sharing of teaching exercises/games to enable a more effective 

learning environment. 

 

Table 4 outlines the themes from observations in the teacher to teacher workshops. 

 
Table 4 Themes from observations on how teachers are trained: teacher-to-teacher workshops 

Themes from observations  Categories 

Strong continued 
encouragement towards 

constructivism 
 
 

  Focus on strengthening student centric teaching 

Student centric teaching 
requires preparation and 

planning 

  Focus on creation of lessons plans  

 Strong focus on clarity of learning objectives 

 Peer-to-peer sharing of practical methods to engage 

students; such as ‘granny went to the market’ 

 
4.1.2 Data from observations on how teachers are trained: multi-year photo evidence 

Over the duration of the teacher-to-teacher support program the teachers from the Cambodian 

schools have been requested to upload photos of the continued work with the evolving 

pedagogies. There were 5 upload folders since 2016.  

 

Findings from the different points of observation are outlined below in table 5: 
 

Table 5 Themes from observations on how teachers are trained: multi-year photo evidence 

Themes from observations  Categories 

Pedagogy is evolving but still 
heavily teacher directed  

  ICT classroom shots seem to show children often 

following the same steps in an exercise (ie same item on 

screen) indicating a very strongly teacher led exercise. 

 With exception of iPads, computer use is limited to the 

ICT classroom 

Technology/Web is embraced 
but not yet fully unleashed  

  iPads are used, but generally not sufficient for 1:1 

exercises 

 Shots depicting computer or iPad screens show very basic 

programs in use indicating software and not websites 

 Headphones are not in use in any pictures indicating 

pictures/programs and not video 

Exposure to technology is 
evolving for teachers 

  Teachers have access to technology at least via smart 

phones 

 Technology in every classroom with one computer for the 

teacher 

 
4.1.3 Data from interviews on how teachers are trained: individual teacher interviews 

Interviews focused on how teachers themselves learn, however, no topic that surfaced 

naturally in the interview was shut down. 

 

Formal training vs on-the-job training. Teacher in service training plays a larger role than 

formal teacher qualifications and peer-to-peer, in-person, learning is the cornerstone of 
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development (offline connectivism). Of the teachers interviewed, only one had a formal 

teaching degree, the others had a university degree in the subject themselves but otherwise 

came from industry. Although not verified the author was told that apart from ICT and 

English teachers, most teachers have a teaching degree. Majority of teacher upskilling came 

from apprenticeship, organised regular lunch and learn sessions, as well as support from 

different teacher-to-teacher social impact programs. The peer-to-peer support was being 

formalised with teacher pairing- observing and providing feedback on each other’s lessons. 

 

Technology assets in support of teachers is limited. Admin technology can help teachers 

free up time and re-channel energy to a better individualised understanding of development 

needs. A new teaching management system has just been contracted and will be installed 

shortly. The system will provide integrated admin as well as give teachers a tool to track 

student progress. Google docs has been advocated for also sharing lessons plans in the school 

network but the adoption rate is low. 

 

Emphasis on offline/technology assets in teaching. Consistent comments from all 

interviewees was that the bandwidth was too low to allow online programs and platforms to 

be used in classes. The school also has tight definitions of how the internet is allowed to be 

used which is a reflection of the persistent instructivist approach. There is an underlying 

concern that students will just access entertainment if provided with unrestricted access.  For 

primary school students the iPads are used twice a month in class. Other than that technology 

supported learning is still confined to the ICT room. 

 

In part because of the low bandwidth most learning, even on computers and iPads is offline. 

For senior school there is strong emphasis on the Windows office suite as well as moviemaker 

etc. The one outstanding issue, not insignificant in the context, is the lack of focus on 

sufficient bandwidth. With new management this issue is however being addressed, taking 

into account the petition of e-learning integrators. Technology was leveraged by teachers but 

they chose to remain offline due to the disruption that poor bandwidth would cause.  Coding 

is not embedded in the curriculum but offered as after school activities to keep kids off the 

streets at night- using Arduino, Lego Mindstorms etc.   

 

Tech experience at personal level. Quantitative exposure to the web/online is limited even in 

a relatively tech advanced educational environment. Teachers tend to have phones, some also 

laptops via school, but generally not Wi-Fi/data access at home. Phones are on sim cards with 

restrictive data use. 

 

Students generally don’t have access to the internet or technology outside the lessons where 

this is present. There may be a smart phone in the family, but data will be expensive and thus 

use will be limited.  

 

English language is a hurdle. The level of English amongst teachers and children is mixed. 

Few teachers have an English level ability to access international educational platforms in an 

unhindered way. 

 

Emergent themes from interviews 

The emergent themes from the coding of the six sets of interview notes are presented in table 

6 below. 
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Table 6 Emergent themes from interview transcripts 

 Themes from interviews  Categories 

1 Teacher training is peer 

dependent 

  Few teachers have formal teaching degrees 

 Teacher upskilling comes from apprenticeship, and  

organised learning sessions 

 Teacher-to-teacher social impact programs from 

western schools have had significant impact 

 Peer-to-peer support is formalised with teacher pairing- 

observations and feedback 

2 Technology assets in support 

of teachers is not yet effective  

  Administrative technology is accepted as a route to free 

up time from administration tasks but the 

implementation is nascent 

 To date, the adoption rate has been low of online 

solutions for managing class administration  

3 Technology is not yet 

embedded in the curriculum 

and is  dominated by offline 

applications 

  Where technology is available, its use is still restricted  

 Most computer use is confined to the ICT room 

 Technology enabled learning is predominantly offline  

 Bandwidth is too low to allow online programs and 

platforms to be used in classes 

 Policies for internet use are very restrictive  

 Policies represent underlying concern that teachers and 

students will access entertainment if provided with 

unrestricted access 

 Novel approaches, driven by individuals, are 

supplementing the core curriculum, e.g. coding.  

4 Technology exposure outside 

the classroom remains low 

for students and teachers 

 

  Teachers tend to have phones, some also laptops via 

school 

 Wi-Fi/data access at home is generally not available.  

 Students generally don’t have access to the internet or 

technology outside the ICT room or lesson where this is 

used.  

5 Comfort with English 

language is mixed 

  Level of English amongst teachers and children is 

mixed 

 Few teachers have an English level ability to access 

international educational platforms in an unhindered 

way. 

 

4.2 Data relating to the teaching environment 
 

4.2.1 Data from observations on teaching environment: school visits 

 

Observations focused on how teachers teach, the teaching environment and what tools they 

have at their disposal. See table 7 for themes distilled from observations of the school visits. 

 

Senior school. The senior school is a modern multi-storey building with modern classrooms, 

good educational spaces, science and computer labs, electricity, air-conditioning and Wi-Fi.  

The school was enabled by private donations and was recently opened. There were also a 

number of foreign teachers present, long term volunteers.   

 

Satellite school. The satellite school visited was a very basic campus. Two classes were in 

session- one in the ICT room and one having PE/games in the nearby playground. A noisy 
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generator was running to provide power for the ICT lessons. The ICT room was a small room 

cramped with desktop computers. The author did not test, but was told that there was Wi-Fi 

although the bandwidth was very low. 

 
Table 7 Themes from observations on teaching environment: school visits 

Themes from observations  Categories 

Donor resources can create a 
step change in the teaching 

environment 
 
 

  Fit for purpose physical spaces 

 Science and computer labs that exceed local national 

standards 

 Climate controlled facilities 

 Wi-Fi 

 classroom size 20-30 children at middle to high school 

level 

Donor resources can also fast 
track evolving pedagogies 

  Long term volunteer teachers from Australia (3 observed) 

 

 
4.2.2 Data from observations teaching environment: coding club 

 

Girls weekend coding club at senior school. On the Sunday, in the computer lab in the high 

school, an extracurricular led coding class for girls was led by one of the e-learning 

integrators. The computer club was for groups entering a global coding competition. The girls 

were working independently on apps/business plans. The author only observed part of the 

lesson, interacted with some of the girls that spoke a bit better English about the business 

plans their groups were working on. See Table 8 for themes distilled from the observations. 

 

In the classroom there was evidence of other coding related activities: Arduino, Lego 

Mindstorms, 3 D printer. Technology looked like it was being used, i.e. made accessible. See 

figures 4-6 below. 

 
Table 8 Themes from observations on teaching environment: coding club 

Themes from observations  Categories 

Extracurricular interest in 
technology is high 

 

  Weekend lessons  and workshops for girls entering a 

global coding competition 

 Evidence of other extracurricular coding related activities 

in the classroom 
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4.3 Summary of empirical findings 
The empirical findings relating to teacher training as well as the teaching environment 
indicate that the paradigm shift away from instructivism towards 
constructivism/connectivism is possible, but dependent on teacher comfort levels, 
resourcing and reinforcement rather than the advent of technology itself. Teacher in 
service training plays a larger role than formal teacher qualifications and peer-to-peer, in-
person, learning is the cornerstone of development (offline connectivism).  

 

5. Discussion  
5.1 Shifting from instructivism to constructivism to teach 21st century skills 
The teaching tradition in Cambodia is instructivist in that the teacher is the primary agent of 

the teaching conditions (Kop and Hill, 2008; Porcaro, 2011; Onyesolu et al., 2013). In this 

particular case environment however, driven by the vision of the foundation’s founder, a 

strong emphasis has been placed on a shift towards a constructivist pedagogy that puts the 

student as the primary agent for the learning (Porcaro, 2011; Montrieux et al., 2015; Burden 

et al., 2016; Weeraratne and Chin, 2018). Because of the strong foreign donor influence, in 

volunteer time and funding, the movement towards applying constructivism is not just strong, 

but also persistent over time. The new physical spaces and technology infrastructure provide 

opportunity to develop this tradition but the transition is also fast tracked from the influence 

of continuous teacher training from teachers coming from constructivist teaching cultures.   

 

At the core, the case at hand is a situation of constructivist elements being introduced in an 

instructivist learning culture (Porcaro, 2011). Porcaro highlights that for innovative 

pedagogies to be successfully introduced, the distance in underlying beliefs between students, 

teachers, and institutions needs to be minimal (Porcaro, 2011). If taking the lens of Porcaros’s 

framework for introducing innovative pedagogies (see figure 7) (Porcaro, 2011) the case 

represents a situation where the institutional system, the student base and teaching cadre are 

relatively aligned in pedagogical direction. Although teachers come from instructivist 

backgrounds they are supported to adapt a more student centric pedagogy;  the students 

especially in the senior school, have come through the school system from the primary 

satellite schools so they are accustomed to the pedagogy, as much as it is offered. Furthermore 

the institution has reduced tension with the national context as the national curriculum is 

Figure 4 Arduino programming 

sections 

Figure 4 3-D Printer Figure 6 Lego Mindstorms coding kit 
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followed as a base curriculum. Thanks to external donor support, the learning environment is 

exceptional. 

 

 
Figure 5 Framework for introducing innovative technologies (Porcaro 2010) 

 

If one accepts the above, by virtue of checking the case parameters against the framework, the 

progress of educational pedagogy should be stronger than it is. This may just be a matter of 

time as many of the resource elements are relatively newly added, or that overcoming the 

legacy learning culture in teachers and students needs even more time to become embedded. 

The unique parameters of this case however, if accepting that the overall tensions are 

relatively low, are that one can focus on the teacher pedagogy and technology’s role in a 

developing country environment with many of the traditional points of tension with the 

national context, institutional system and learning environment removed. 

 

5.2 In a least developed country context, a little technology goes a long way 
Having accepted the relatively low level of system tension, as per Porcaro’s definition, if one 

then proceeds to apply the technological pedagogical content knowledge framework 

(TPACK) (TPACK; Mishra & Kohler, 2006 as cited by McClanahan, 2012) to the training of 

the teacher, some interesting questions can be raised about the use of technology for teacher 

training in least developed countries.  

 

TPACK (see figure 8) advocates a workable level of knowledge in pedagogy, technology and 

content each that enables the teacher to embed technology into the teaching curriculum in a 

way that supports inquiry based learning. The assumption is also of an acceptance that 

successful 21st century teaching is about optimising learning over short term performance as 

articulated by Bjork and Soderstrom (Soderstrom and Bjork, 2015a), and that skills needed in 

the current workforce come from inquiry based learning (Porcaro, 2011; Khan, 2014; Ouyang 

and Stanley, 2014; Woods-Groves, 2015). If so, the definition of success is developing 

teachers who are able to create the right learning environment in support of this.   
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Figure 6 TPACK Framework (Mishra & Kohler 2006) 

 

Although Polly’s position is that learning experiences that focus on only one, or two, of the 

knowledge segments in the TPACK framework will fall short of supporting teacher 

candidates’ technology integration and skills (Polly, 2011; Pollly and Orill, 2016 as cited by 

Polly and Rock, 2016), in a least developed country environment like Cambodia, the bar of 

success may be defined differently at least initially. Rather than viewing the TPACK 

sweetspot (TPACK; Mishra & Kohler, 2006 as cited by McClanahan, 2012) as the immediate 

objective there may be merit in slowly inching towards TPACK and recognizing the impact of 

technology on either content or pedagogy alone.   

The specific, practical combinations of Lopez Vargas, may be better suited to set aspirations of 

technology use in least developed country environments (López-Vargas, Duarte-Suárez and 

Ibáñez-Ibáñez, 2017, p. 267). Especially in resource poor learning environments, where 

teachers and educational institutions have little else to tap in to, technology can be the only 

gateway to knowledge resources and also substitute for any teacher shortcomings. The 

knowledge combinations provide tangibles that can be directly applied for teachers whilst the 

individual areas of knowledge provide knowledge on a higher level and a bit less practically 

applicable. Rather than looking for the ideal solutions one might view success of innovation in 

teacher training be defined in smaller modules. Flipped classrooms (Kyung Hyue, Kwi Hwa,  

& Sun, 2018; Sletten, 2017; Zipp, Maher & Olson, 2017 as cited by Goradia, 2018, p. 49) is an 

excellent example of where technology makes up for teacher inconsistency; or distribution of 

consistent high quality lesson plans as  is done in Bridge International Academies.  

 

5.3 Learning environment is the first hurdle to clear for an evolution in pedagogy 
With technological knowledge the web can provide instructivist teachers content for lessons 

which is what was happening in this case study. However, the real unlock of value from the 

web will come with a shift to a constructivist pedagogy that transitions focus from teacher to 

student, and this puts very different pressures on teachers. An open question is if it is possible 

to move to a constructivist mind-set if the learning environment has not met certain minimum 

criteria. In a less favourable environment, all the teacher can do it to try to control the class 

and this will impact which pedagogy is even possible to apply. The fear of loss of control, or 
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fear that students won’t take control, is highlighted in Poracaro’s paper on applying 

constructivism in instructivist learning cultures (Hung et. al, 2003; Jonassen, 1991 as cited by 

Porcaro, 2011, p. 43). If a class is unmanageable in size (examples of 50-100 students), or 

where the natural elements distract (rain/sun/heat, classrooms not fit for purpose, lack of 

electricity), the role of the teacher is limited. If basic standards on the teaching environment 

are not met it will be difficult make online teacher training meaningful as they will struggle to 

apply it in practice. In an unfavourable environment it seems likely instructivism as a 

pedagogy becomes the default, and the teaching approach is to control the class to allow for 

facts to be conveyed. This environment requires no/low technology although teachers may 

benefit from accessing online content knowledge.  

 

McClanahan points out ‘getting technology into the classrooms’ was an initial stage even in 

industrialised countries as pedagogies were evolving to meet 21st century skills, this was in 

the time preceding the introduction of the TPAC framework and a general acceptance that 

ICT should be integrated into the full curriculum (Hutchingon & Reiking, 2011, Martin et. al, 

2010;  Wallace, 2004, Atkinson et.al. 2010 as cited by McClanahan, 2012). Getting 

technology into the classroom now needs to be the focus in least developed countries as well 

as this is a precursor to any discussion about an integrated curriculum.  

 

In this specific case environment, through donor support, management has created a class 

room environment that is good, verging on ideal. Class sizes are small, there is electricity, and 

the schools have engaged teachers who feel respected and well rewarded. This environment is 

only made available through private sector involvement which supports the case for private 

sector involvement in education (Menashy, 2016), even if the state should remain the 

guarantor of standards as suggested in the DFID study (DFID, 2018) and as is the case with 

the foundation adhering to the national curriculum as their baseline education.  

 

5.4 Increasing teachers’ computer/ web literacy to tap into web based resources 
One of the biggest hurdles to overcome in 21st century skills teacher training is teachers’ own 

comfort levels with technology platforms. Aside from the e-integration teachers, the comfort 

level of web based resources, outside of entertainment, is limited in our case environment. As 

Adam, Hassler and Cruickshank point out there is correlation between technology adoption in 

teaching and the private ownership of technology by teachers (Adan, Hassler and 

Cruickshank, 2016). Dillenbourg also supports this view that for change to stick teachers need 

to be made comfortable with technology at home as well as at school (Dillenbourg, 2013). 

The school foundation has tried to address this by issuing laptops to teachers but the cost of 

data in residence is still prohibitive and as conveyed in interviews most teachers only have 

data in their home environment via their phone data plan.  

 

In the environment observed, the teachers had not accessed web platforms for pedagogical 

needs, although some turned to the web for subject or teaching ideas. Some were familiar with 

Khan Academy but it was not being used. Teachers were not familiar with MOOCs of any 

form.  Technology at the school foundation generally has been content driven with focus on 

offline programs. 

 

5.5 Technological Pedagogical tools support the peer-to-peer learning that 

teachers value 
In the case environment, teacher in service training plays a larger role than formal teacher 

qualifications and peer-to-peer, in-person, learning is the cornerstone of development (offline 

connectivism). This offline connectivism works as even though there are 5 schools, they are 
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all close in proximity and particularly as the new modern high school also doubles as the 

teacher training centre. 

 

The predominant learning theory in practice, for teachers themselves (i.e. not the way they 

teach) is connectivism in its offline form as the teacher network provides the learning 

opportunities. It is the communities of practice that provide the most development 

opportunities to date. As connectivism and peer reviews are the predominant current method 

of learning, the transition to online connectivism, and with that a geographic extension of the 

learning networks should be possible if the confidence hurdle of teachers to go online is 

overcome. As per Mishra & Kohler’s TPACK framework (Mcclanahan, 2012) technological 

pedagogical knowledge (TPK) in the cross of technology and pedagogy and this area of 

technology in particular can act as a catalyst for teacher development as it does more than just 

provide content. Lopez Vargas specifically call out MOOKs (López-Vargas, Duarte-Suárez 

and Ibáñez-Ibáñez, 2017) as a TPK tangible. 

 

The unlock for teacher development is possibly thus not just embracing constructivism, but 

moving a step ahead to the learning communities of connectivism as introduced by Kop and 

Hill (Kop and Hill, 2008) for their own learning needs. In connectivism the central role is 

relationships and network, they are primary sources of learning (Kop and Hill, 2008; 

Foroughi, 2015).Rather than changing the way the teachers learn there should be opportunity 

in further strengthening, and extending, the current practices of communities. Connectivist 

cMOOCs do provide the community engagement and together with technology mediated 

professional learning platforms there should be opportunity to provide enhanced support for 

teachers’ education. It is highly likely that connectivism can also be applied in this 

environment for students but if feels like a viable fit for the teachers themselves at this point 

in development. 

 

As is extensively explored in the literature (Berry, 2015; Charbonneau-Gowdy et al., 2016; 

Laurillard, 2016; Owen et al., 2017; Koukis and Jimoyiannis, 2019), and succinctly presented 

in the table by Vivian, Falkner and Falkner (Vivian, Falkner and Falkner, 2014) there is an 

emerging opportunity with massive online open courses also for teacher training. In particular 

as MOOCs are starting to support community building and content sourcing, cMOOCs, it is 

easier to make these sorts of web based platforms more relevant to teacher communities. 

MOOCs could not only provide basic online upskilling of teaching skills but also provide Peer 

sharing of teaching curriculums and classroom exercises. Strengthening the curriculum was in 

focus in the teacher-to-teacher workshop and a standardised online curriculum is also the key 

unlock for Bridge International Academies as presented in the literature review.  

 

Any cMOOC or other online platform would benefit tremendously from being in local 

language and this requires scale. In an extension, to achieve scale, one could e.g. envision a 

Cambodian government cMOOC in Khmer for all teachers that also builds on the national 

curriculum. 

 

5.6 Underlying pedagogical knowledge drives acceptant of online tools and 

support and environment drives what is possible 
Figure 9 illustrates the author’s summary view of pedagogical evolution and what the role of 

the teacher and possible traits of the teaching environment would be under each pedagogical 

theory. The greyed out area represent technology’s possible role in that teaching environment. 

Instructivist teachers if they have access to internet are likely to leverage the web to increase 

their content knowledge or to use technological content applications. Constructivist teaching 
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can be done entirely offline but 21st century constructivism is likely to integrate technology. 

Connectivism being heavily tied to technology and online interest groups is founded on the 

reach of the web. Each of the models puts unique pressure on teacher training 

 

 
Figure 7: The linkages between the teaching environment, the role of the teacher and the pedagogical theory 

 

Even in our well-resourced environment the primary current use of the web is technological 

content knowledge. The evolution of pedagogical content knowledge is still offline with 

nothing evident as of yet on technological pedagogical knowledge. (See table 9).  

 
Table 9 Evidence of TPACK knowledge combinations in use and further opportunities 

Knowledge 
combinations 

Evidence of use from case 
study 

Further opportunities 

Technological content 
knowledge (TCK) 

How technology is used within 
subjects/ Teaching concepts 

supported by ICT 

 

 Free software  

 Window suite of 

programs 

 Moviemaker 

 Arduino 

 Lego Mindstorms 

 Khan academy 

 Duck Duck Moose 

 Coursera 

 (Endless and evolving) 

Pedagogical content 
knowledge (PCK) 

How to facilitate and organise 
for learning outcomes. Planning 

of teaching/learning 

 Teacher-to-teacher 

long term support 

program 

 Teacher peer pairing 

 Lesson plans 

 Activity design 

 Class materials 

Technological 
pedagogical knowledge 

(TPK) 
How to use different technology 
tools to facilitate the process of 

learning 

 none  Blended learning 

 MOOCs 

 Video conferences 

 Discussion forums 

 

Our case study represents the full range of learning environments- having come from serving 

the most underprivileged where there was ‘nothing’ to now having a well-resourced school 
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that most is more richly equipped than the average Cambodian school. Given the wide range 

of teaching environments in Cambodia the enablers to leverage web based learning platforms 

to scale up teacher training will need to be flexible and modular, tailored to what teachers 

need in their unique environments.  

 

6. Conclusion 
In conclusion, this case study reiterates that the task of enabling the use of web based 

technology for teacher training is complex and that the existing frameworks such as TPACK 

fall shorts and need to be tailored to suit least developed country environments. There is an 

acute shortage of teachers if UNESCO’s target of universal education is to be met; meeting 

the target will require a new approach to teacher training as the current trajectory of teacher 

training will not get us there. The new trajectory will depend on technology and internet 

resources, both to train teachers but also to reimagine how learning can be supported with 

fewer teacher resources. As called out in the gap of knowledge, this study addresses the need 

for more data points on how Web-based resources can be used to accelerate teacher training in 

least developed country contexts, such as Cambodia, for primary to high school teachers.  

 

There is opportunity, especially as the move towards community cMOOCs addresses the 

needs and the current way of learning with emphasis on applicable skills and peer-to-peer 

support. Online teacher training, in form of MOOCs or other, has not yet been used by the 

teachers in this case study. This case study provides perspective of deployment of technology 

from a least developed country where the learning environment is relatively good. This does 

also mean that the teachers in questions have access to pedagogical content knowledge 

through offline channels but this intense teacher-to-teacher support is not scalable at national 

levels. 

 

The case highlights the challenges of evolving deeply rooted teacher pedagogy. This change 

in pedagogy fundamentally alters the role of the teacher and it is for this transition that most 

of the teacher support/learning needs to be provided. Web based resources can strengthen a 

teachers’ ability to do his/her job even if it just means better access to content in an 

instructivist pedagogy. The real value however will come when teachers shift control of 

learning from themselves to students. As shift from instructivism to constructivism does not 

seem to be a pre-requisite to leverage the power of the web, but under a constructivist 

approach the web provides a different dimension of learning opportunity for teacher training 

and also for how teachers facilitate learning for their students. 

 

There is opportunity to create usable teacher training platforms on technological content 

knowledge, technological pedagogical knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge. To 

gain true traction for web based applications having them in local language is most likely a 

requirement and with that comes the trade-offs to gain scale. To gain scale on local language 

the web platforms tension with the national context should also be kept to a minimum. 

 

6.1 Contribution to theory 
As economies shift towards becoming knowledge societies, collaborative problem-solving 

and navigation to knowledge are skills of increasing in importance, relative static knowledge 

recall that was previously viewed as value adding. This case study contributes to pedagogical 

theory and in particularly gives one more perspective on the shift from instructivist to 

constructivist teaching as a pre-requisite for capturing the power of the internet and the shift 

to leveraging networks in a connectivist pedagogical approach. 
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6.2 Contribution to practice 
The case study also provides contribution to practice to technology mediated teacher 

education as it specifically addresses some of the opportunities in strengthening the support to 

teacher education in least developed countries. In particular it highlights that the offline 

communities matter the most today for teacher upskilling and thus moving towards cMOOCs 

or other community platforms are likely to hold more value than the earlier instructivist 

learning platforms and MOOCs. Bandwidth and teacher change management remains a hurdle 

but both can be overcome. 

 

6.3 Future Research 
This case study provides a few more data points on how technology and web access might be 

deployed to address the teacher shortage in least developed countries, there is still a 

significant need for more data points from different learning environments.  

 

Further investigations are welcome on effective use of technology/web where the learning 

environment is still unfavourable, especially in regards to teacher to student ratios, and a shift 

to constructivism from instructivism is challenging or will take time. Is there a specific 

sequencing of technological knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and content knowledge that 

may be more effective than others in resource poor environments? 
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8. Appendix 
8.1. Child protection policy 
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8.2 Interview guide 
 

General (not to be reflected in results) 

 Name 

 Years as a teacher 

 Share objective of research and research question 

 Informed consent conveyed and agreed  

 

Ice breaker 

 Can you describe to me the role of web based platforms and online content to you as a 

private person? 

 

Teacher training 

 How did you become a teacher and what training did you receive? 

 Describe to me your teaching environment- subjects you teach, how many students etc? 

 Was web-based technology or online content leveraged in your teacher training or your 

ongoing training (e.g. MOOCs, peer networks etc), if so how? 

 

Teaching delivery 

 Can you describe to me the role of technology and the internet in the classroom? 

 Do you incorporate web based platforms or online content into your teaching? If so, 

which ones? (e.g. Khan Academy) If not, why not? 

 Do you feel that they way you teach has evolved over the years? If so, how? 

 

Perspective 

 What is it you like the most about being a teacher? 

 What are the hardest aspects of being a teacher? 

 Do you have any last thoughts on how web based platforms and online content can 

support teachers in becoming better teachers and doing their jobs?  

 

Thank you 
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8.3 UNESCO Target or Universal Primary Education 
Universal Primary Education is a target that was set initially through the Millennium 

Development Goals (MDG), and then reiterated in the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDG4) with a revised 2030 deadline. By 2030 the target is that every child of primary school 

age shall be enrolled and attending school. Significant progress was made on primary 

education enrolment between 2000 and 2015 with out of school children dropping from 100 

to 61 Mn in that period, but according to UNESCO data the progress has stalled since 2007.  

There is a clear recognition that to reach the goals new forms of support, new integrated 

approaches and new partnerships for innovative action are needed. 

 

According to the UNESCO institute for statistics there were 263 million children and youth 

out of school around 2016, and of those it was estimated that 25 million will never set foot in 

a classroom (UNESCO, 2016b) . Even those that do attend school will struggle to obtain a 

meaningful education as many teachers are ill equipped for the job, classes are big and 

resources scarce. Globally there are about 102 million 15-24 year olds who are illiterate 

(UNESCO, 2016a). 

 

8.4 Least Developed Countries 
The United Nations recognizes a group of 48 countries as the Least Developed Countries 

(LDCs). LDCs comprise more than 880 million people (about 12 per cent of world 

population), but account for less than 2 percent of world GDP and about 1 percent of global 

trade in goods. Two thirds of LDCs are in Africa, 13 are in Asia Pacific and 1 in Latin 

America. The Asia Pacific countries are Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, Myanmar, 

Cambodia, Laos, East Timor and 5 Islands in the Pacific (UNESCO, 2016a).  

 

 


